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Issue You received a file from a consultant, and you cannot see certain objects within that file.. For example, you might have
received: A drawing from a civil engineer that contains contours, spot elevations, and other topography objects, and these
objects are either missing or just showing as a box (typically a green box with test or an exclamation mark symbol).. A drawing
from an architect that is also missing objects such as spot elevations or architectural objects – either missing completely or
represented by a box.
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As it is being accessed by another session If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above.
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Cause The lines are likely invisible because of an issue with Proxy Objects Solution.. There are a few things to be aware of
though, the newer DWG formats support the latest features in your version of AutoCAD.. AutoCAD has the ability to back save
to any previous DWG version By default AutoCAD will save to the latest DWG version it supports but you have the option to
override this when saving.. Apr 18, 2013. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed.
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